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Welcome!



How do we safely teach our 
students about issues which are 

controversial?

The Challenge



Learning Intentions
At the end of this session participants will be able to:

✓Define what a Controversial Issue is

✓Discuss how to create a Conducive Classroom 
Climate

✓List at least five Teacher Stances that may be used

✓Frame Questions from four Structural Perspectives

✓Defend the importance of focusing on the Facts

✓Suggest a number of appropriate teaching and 
learning Strategies



Q1. What are 

CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES?



A Controversial Issue is ….
 Something that deeply divides society, e.g. euthanasia, 

immigration, abortion, economic cutbacks, water charges

 Something that challenges personally held values and beliefs, e.g. 
racism, gay marriage, abortion, strong political positions

 Something that generates conflicting explanations, e.g. historical 
events, conflicts such as Syria, N Ireland, Palestine & Israel, Ukraine

 Something that evokes an emotional response, e.g. 
migrants/asylum seekers/refugees, crime & imprisonment, 
education, abortion, disability, homelessness, poverty

 Something that causes people to feel threatened and confused, 
e.g. where families have strong views on an issue, where peer 
pressure is strongly in favour of one side of an argument



Controversial Issues: A Useful 
Definition

“Issues which arouse strong feelings and 
divide opinion in communities and society.”
Council of Europe (2015), Living with Controversy: Teaching Controversial Issues 

through Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights (p.8)



Five Key Principles

Classroom 
Climate

Teacher 
Stances

Framing 
Questions

Focus on 
Facts

Active 
Methods



1st Key Principle
Creating a Conducive 

Classroom Climate





Values Catchphrase



2nd Key Principle
Teacher Stance/Role



Teacher

Stances

Neutral 
Facilitator

Declared 
Interests

Ally

Devil’s 
Advocate

Official 
View/Line

Challenger

Provocateur

In-Role



3rd Key Principle
Framing Questions from a 

Structural Perspective



Looking at issues from a structural (public)
rather than a personal perspective

Human 
Rights Law

Social 
Responsibility Equality



 Human Rights: Can provide a universally agreed foundation for 
examining issues - e.g. what rights do people have?  How can we 
balance conflicting rights?

 Legal Framework: Can provide an important context for 
discussions, e.g. what does and should Irish law say about …? 
Provides a context of state’s responsibility to all citizens

 Social Responsibility: Can encourage looking at individual, 
society, state as actors with responsibility e.g.  what could a 
school or an individual do in this situation?

 Equality: Can provide a variety of lens to view/discuss an issue, 
e.g. what is the impact on a person’s ability to participate, be 
respected, or have a sense of belonging? 



Framing Discussion Questions

How would you respond if someone told a racist joke?

What might an individual do if someone told a racist 

joke?

What choices do people have?

What would the consequences of these choices be?



Human Rights: How do homophobic jokes affect the dignity 
of the person?

Law: Does the law in Ireland go far enough to protect 
people from homophobia?

Social Responsibility: Should schools make a greater effort 
to tackle homophobia, including the telling homophobic 
jokes?  What could an individual do in the face of 
homophobia? The roles of the individual, society and the 
state in addressing issues such as racism, homophobia, etc. 

Equality:  Can homophobic jokes impact on a person’s right 
to be treated equally?



‘All ……………. are ……………!’

Many people think this. Why do they hold these views?

Some people disagree with this.  Why do you think they 

have different views?

Heated Moments



4th Key Principle
Focusing on the Facts



Always focus on the Facts



‘Everyone is 
entitled to his 
[her] own opinion, 
but not his [her] 
own facts.’

Daniel Patrick Moynihan (1927 – 2003)
Former US Senator
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5th Key Principle
Active Learning 
Methodologies



Controversial Issues Methodologies
 Encouraging Discussion

➢Carousel Discussion

 Facilitating Debate

➢Speed Debate

 Developing Critical Thinking

➢5 Whys?

 Developing Empathy

➢Other People’s Shoes

 Differing Perspectives

➢De Bono’s Six Hats



Carousel Discussion



Speed Dating



People are suffering from malaria 

There is no health centre to get treatment

The government doesn’t have enough have 
enough money to pay for clinics or give out 
bed nets to prevent people being bitten at 

night by malaria-carrying mosquitoes

Big companies are not paying the right 
amount of tax to governments in the 

countries where they make their money 

International laws allow big companies to 
hide money in tax havens

But Why?

But Why?

But Why?

But Why?

But Why?

The Five Whys?
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Edward de Bono’s Six Hats



Edward de Bono’s Six Hats



Four Corner Debate



Discussion Guidelines

Six Principles to foster a productive discussion:
- Listen respectfully, without interrupting

- Respect one another’s views

- Criticise ideas, not individuals

- Commit to learning, not debating

- Avoid blame and speculation

- Avoid inflammatory language
Center for Research on Learning and Teaching, University of Michigan (2011), 

Guidelines for discussion of racial conflict and the language of hate, bias 
and discrimination



Finally….

Don’t feel you are personally 
responsible for changing students’ 

hearts and minds!







The Six Themes



The Most Useful Resources
CCEA (2015), Teaching Controversial Issues at Key Stage 3, Belfast: Council for the 
Curriculum, Examinations and Assessment

CDETB and the PDST (2012), Tackling Controversial Issues in the Citizenship Classroom, 
Dublin: CDETB

Council of Europe (September 2015), Living with Controversy: Teaching Controversial 
Issues through Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights, Strasbourg: 
Council of Europe

De Bono, E. (2000), Six Thinking Hats, (revised and updated), London: Penguin Books 

Development Options (2015), FairViews: A Development Education Photopack to 
increase awareness, deepen understanding and encourage action on issues of global 
justice, human rights and responsible citizenship, Dublin: www.developmentoptions.ie

Expert Subject Advisory Group for Citizenship (2015), The Prevent Duty and Teaching 
Controversial Issues: Creating a Curriculum Response through Citizenship, London: 
The Association for Citizenship Teaching



The Decisive Element

“I have come to a frightening conclusion that I am the 
decisive element in the classroom. It’s my personal 
approach that creates the climate. It’s my daily mood 
that makes the weather … In all situations it is my 
response that decides whether a crisis will be escalated 
or de-escalated.”

Heather Hollis (2016), Teaching with Humor, Compassion and conviction: 
Helping Our Students to become literate, considerate, passionate human 

beings, p8 



Learning Intentions
At the end of this session participants will be able to:

✓Define what a Controversial Issue is

✓Discuss how to create a Conducive Classroom 
Climate

✓List at least five Teacher Stances that may be used

✓Frame Questions from four Structural Perspectives

✓Defend the importance of focusing on the Facts

✓Suggest a number of appropriate teaching and 
learning Strategies
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